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DIAMOND GUIDE

7 Things to Know About the
Portrait Cut Diamond

The oldest diamond cut has become the most modern.

BY  JILL NEWMAN |  |  AUGUST 4, 2022

It’s the ultimate in understated luxury: A diamond as thin as a shard of glass and as

smooth as ice. It’s so discreet and minimalist that some people may not recognize

it’s a diamond. But the portrait cut diamond is a perfect stone: Billions of years in

the making, it’s precision cut without any visible inclusions. It’s pure magic.
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One of the earliest diamond cuts, the portrait cut was a favorite of the celebrated

Mughal Emperor Shah Jahan. He’s the one who had the legendary Taj Mahal built

(1631-1648) in memory of his beloved wife Mumtaz Mahal. The emperor was also

sentimental about his jewels: He had transparent thin diamonds placed over hand-

painted portraits to protect and enhance the wearable miniature art. Hence the

name portrait cut.

It’s one of the oldest diamond cuts–
 and it has a fabulous backstory

you need to add one to your jewelry
wardrobe):

Here are 7 things to know about
portrait cut diamonds (and why
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The flat portrait cuts give designers like Vishal Kothari of Vak jewelry the ability to

create artistic designs without traditional heavy metal settings. “The diamonds

literally look like they are floating on the skin when you wear them,” he says. “It’s a

unique and modern interpretation of an old-world that appeals to art lovers.”

 Its minimalist beauty appeals to
art lovers

For diamond lovers who have it
all

For Vishal Kothari’s wealthy clients who already own large, faceted diamonds and

fancy colored diamonds, the portrait cut is something new and fresh. “My clients

are intrigued by the portrait cut because it is beautiful in its simplicity and

di�erent,” he explains. The designer’s Art of Heaven pieces combines portrait cuts

with rubies and emeralds, which he says enhances the deep colored gems.

Designers love the lightweight portrait cuts because they don’t require heavy metal

settings. That means designs are light, subtle – and its jewelry you live in. Vak’s new

Waterfall earrings, for example, feature four rows of draping portrait cuts diamonds.

They are light and breezy just like his new line of bracelets and necklaces made with

the appearance of floating diamonds. “These simple pieces with smaller stones are

for the younger generation of women,” he explains.

 Everyone’s favorite new diamond
cut

https://vakjewels.com/

